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Abstract: This paper investigated an electromagnetic torque ripple level of BLDC drives with multiple
three-phase (TP) permanent magnet (PM) motors for electric vehicles. For this purpose, mathematical
models of PM machines of different armature winding sets-single (STP), dual (DTP), triple (TTP), and
quadruple (QTP) ones of asymmetrical configuration and optimal angular displacement between
winding sets were developed and corresponding computer models in the Matlab/Simulink environ-
ment were created. In conducted simulation, the influence of various factors on the electromagnetic
torque ripple of the multiple-TP BLDC drives was investigated—degree of modularity, magnetic
coupling between armature winding sets, and drive operation in open and closed-loop control
systems. Studies have shown an increase of the electromagnetic torque ripple generated by one
module in the multiple TP BLDC drives with magnetically coupled winding sets, due to additional
current pulsations caused by magnetic interactions between the machine modules. However, the total
electromagnetic torque ripples are much lower than in similar drives with magnetically insulated
winding sets. Compared with the STP BLDC drive, the multiple TP BLDC drives with the same
output parameters showed a reduction of the electromagnetic torque ripple by 27.6% for the DTP,
32.3% for the TTP, and 34.0% for the QTP BLDC drive.

Keywords: electric vehicle (EV); multiple three-phase permanent magnet (PM) motor; BLDC drive;
electromagnetic torque ripple; fractional slot concentrated winding; magnetic coupling; self and
mutual inductances; Matlab/Simulink model

1. Introduction

In recent years, the world has seen rapid development of electric vehicle (EV) engi-
neering. Unlike cars, a number of new qualities characterize EVs, such as much higher
efficiency, simplified design, especially of the mechanical transmission, increased automa-
tion of all subsystems, improved handling, stability and safety, increased reliability, and
reduced need for maintenance of all subsystems [1]. All these positive qualities of EVs can
be enhanced through new approaches to configuring their main subsystems and applying
appropriate control principles. One of the most productive of these approaches, in our
view, is a modular approach in the design of powertrain subsystems—on-board power sys-
tems, electrical machines, and power semiconductor converters, which combine individual
modules and control power flows [2–5].

Multiphase and modular electric AC drives have become the subject of considerable
interest over the past two decades [6–8]. Modular asynchronous and then synchronous
electric machines were originally designed exclusively for use in high-power facilities
with medium voltage levels that allowed them to be effectively controlled by means of
modern power electronics. Among such applications are generators of powerful wind
turbines [9] and electric drives of powerful vehicles [10–12]. Known advantages of modular
drives in comparison with traditional three-phase ones include higher efficiency, reduced
power per module and phase, lower supply DC link voltage of the modules, reduced
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harmonic content of the DC current, and reduction of the torque ripple. In addition,
modular drives have a much higher reliability and safety due to fault tolerance, their
production is cheaper, and maintenance and repair are easier [2,13]. For EVs, these benefits
are especially important. As the EV drive constantly works in the conditions of variable
speed and loading, the modular electric drive gives a chance for the work of various
number of modules with the maximum approximation of their loading to nominal values.
In this case, the electric machine and the power inverter are characterized by the maximum
values of their efficiency, which minimizes energy losses and increases the EV range on
a single charge [14]. Compared to traditional drives for EVs, modular motor drives are
inherently fault tolerant because failure in one of the modules does not lead to complete
loss of control of the vehicle.

Modular electric machines with multiple windings have already been applied in the
cases where a fault tolerant operation of EVs should be insured, e.g., for electric power
steering [15], electric aircraft [16], or unmanned EVs [17]. The positive qualities of such
drives have led to the following solutions for the use of modular electric machines: in
particular modular three-phase (TP), in EVs drives with low and medium power levels
and low voltages [18]. However, it is associated with significant hardware and software
complexity of such drive systems. To increase the popularity of modular drives for dif-
ferent EVs, it is necessary to provide a good trade-off between the added complexity and
potential benefits.

To significantly simplify the modular multiple TP drive, we propose to use a modular
brushless DC motor (BLDCM) with permanent magnets (PM) [19]. Known advantages
of this drive are the use of a simpler design of an electric machine with PMs placed
on the rotor surface, cheap point sensors of an angular position of the rotor, discrete
low frequency switching of armature windings, and a simple control system [20]. Low
voltage of the BLDCM modules allows us to use cheap MOSFET switches, including SiC
MOSFET that guarantees operational safety and high efficiency [21,22]. In the traditional
TP version, the main disadvantage of a BLDCM is its electromagnetic torque ripple due to
the time harmonics of the armature currents that occur during the positional, often six-step,
switching of the armature windings [23]. Many methods have been proposed to overcome
these ripples, which are widely represented in numerous works. They are associated
with the use of special topologies of power semiconductor converters, hybrid, modular,
cascade, etc. [24–26], and special advanced methods of switching the armature winding of
the machine [27–29]. The electromagnetic torque ripple of the modular multiple TP BLDC
drive, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, has not been studied in detail. The influence
of certain factors in such drives contributes to both the increasing and decreasing of the
electromagnetic torque ripples produced by the separate machine modules. However,
the total electromagnetic torque ripple can be much lower compared to a single-winding
TP machine.

In this work, the ripple levels of the electromagnetic torque of BLDCMs with different
modularity of their TP armature windings were investigated by mathematical modeling
and computer simulation in the Matlab/Simulink environment. The accuracy of created
models is verified by means of comparing the simulation results with ones obtained
experimentally for a Dual Three-Phase (DTP) BLDC drive. The influence of various factors
on the electromagnetic torque ripple of the modular BLDCM, in particular the degree of
modularity, the magnetic coupling between armature winding sets, and drive operation in
open and closed-loop control systems, is analyzed. The obtained results allow evaluating
and comparing the ripples of the electromagnetic torque produced by separate modules
and whole PM motors in different design variants and operating conditions of modular
BLDC drives. Based on this, recommendations for building effective multiple TP BLDC
drives for EVs are formulated and further research directions are outlined.

The main contribution of this paper consists in the following: (i) the development of
simple and at the same time sufficiently accurate mathematical models of multiple TP PM
machines; (ii) the creation of high-speed computer models of BLDC drives with different
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degrees of modularity; and (iii) relative estimation of the total electromagnetic torque
ripple of modular BLDC drives for operating in open and closed control systems and in
the cases of absence and presence of magnetic couplings between the armature winding
sets of modular PM machines.

This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 describes the design features
of multiple TP PM motors and highlights the system configuration of BLDC drives of
different levels of modularity. Circular mathematical models of the modular BLDCMs
are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the developed computer models of the Single
Three-Phase (STP), DTP, Triple Three-Phase (TTP), and Quadruple Three-Phase (QTP)
BLDC drives in the Matlab/Simulink software are described. Obtained simulation results
of multiple TP BLDC drives operation are shown in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to the
experimental verification of the DTP BLDC drive model. In Section 7, the obtained results
are discussed in detail. Conclusions are presented in Section 8.

2. Design Features of Multiple TP PM Machines and Configuration of Modular
BLDC Drives

Like other types of electric machines, modular BLDCM can have a different number
of individual machine modules of different phases, but most modules are made in three
phases, and their number does not exceed four [7]. Machine modules can be completely
separated in space, e.g., be placed on multiple stators. Then the magnetic coupling be-
tween the individual modules is absent, and the operation of the modules is completely
independent, which simplifies control and reduces the electromagnetic torque ripple [30].
However, this configuration has much lower specific values (per unit of mass and volume)
of power and torque. In magnetically coupled machine modules, the sets of the armature
winding are placed on the common magnetic circuit, and such machine is characterized
by much higher specific power [31]. In this case, there are mutual influences of the indi-
vidual modules of the machine on each other that lead to generation of additional higher
harmonics of currents and, accordingly, to the increase in the electromagnetic torque ripple
of the BLDCM [32]. To reduce these negative effects, various measures are applied, which
concern the types of armature windings and the nature of their placement both within its
set and in relation to other sets.

In order to implement a large number of individual phase windings and reduce losses
in their winding ends, in modular BLDCM, it is advisable to use concentrated windings
with non-intersecting winding ends. In this case, to reduce a cogging torque, it will be
effective to use the fractional ratio of the number of slots per pole and phase [33]. Fractional-
slot concentrated winding has a number of advantages over distributed windings in
traditional electric machines, such as high winding factor, high copper packing factor, and
hence, high efficiency, reduction in the likelihood of an interphase fault, and extremely low
cogging torque [34]. However, fractional-slot windings still generate a large number of
space harmonics in the stator magnetic move force (MMF), which rotate at different speeds
relative to the rotor and hence cause many undesirable effects that include additional losses,
acoustic noise, and vibrations.

The spatial arrangement of the stator winding sets in a modular AC machine may
be different: with the alternation of the phases of the same name of each set, with the
sectoral arrangement of each set, and so on. Each of these solutions has its advantages
and disadvantages [35]. However, the direction of the first harmonic MMF vectors of the
armature winding sets is crucial. They can coincide in direction (symmetrical configuration)
or be shifted by a certain angle (asymmetrical configuration) [6–8,10,12]. The multiple
TP BLDCM of symmetrical configuration has all the advantages of modularity except the
reduction of current and electromagnetic torque ripple. One can also obtain the latter
useful property in a machine of asymmetric configuration. Herewith, it can have two TP
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sets—DTP [12], three TP sets—TTP [36], or four TP sets—QTP [37] of armature winding.
The offset angle between these TP sets should be

γ =
π

3i
(1)

where i is the number of TP sets of the armature winding.
Figure 1 shows the spatial arrangement of the vectors of the first harmonic of the PM

flux linkage of two sets of the armature winding for the DTP machines of symmetrical
and asymmetrical configurations. The asymmetric DTP machine has two TP sets of the
armature winding with spatially shifted by 30◦ el. and isolated neutral points that eliminate
the electromagnetic torque ripple of the sixth harmonic [38].
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Figure 1. Vectors of the first harmonic of the PM flux linkage of two armature winding sets for DTP
PM machines of symmetrical (a) and asymmetrical (b) configurations.

Figure 2 shows a general scheme of the studied modular BLDC drives with PM
machines having a different number of machine modules of asymmetric configuration
(shown in different colors), which are offset by the angle γ (1). In the scheme, module 1 is
the TP armature winding set 1-2-3 is connected to the voltage source inverter VSI1, which
is powered by the battery B1; module 2 is the TP armature winding set 4-5-6 is connected to
the VSI2, which is powered by the battery B2; module 3 is the TP armature winding set 7-8-9
is connected to the VSI3, which is powered by the battery B3; module 4 is the TP armature
winding set 10-11-12 is connected to the VSI4, which is powered by the battery B4.
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Further, the modular BLDC drives with DTP, TTP, and QTP PM machines of asym-
metrical configuration with the same nominal output parameters in comparison with
the traditional BLDC drive with the same parameters, but the PM machine with one TP
winding—Single Three-Phase (STP) PM machine, will be investigated.

The sequence of steps of the proposed method for investigating the multiple TP BLDC
drives is presented in a flowchart in Figure 3.
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3. Circular Mathematical Models of the Modular BLDCMs

In order to develop and study modular BLDC drives, it is necessary to develop
sufficiently accurate and at the same time rapidly calculating mathematical models that
describe electromagnetic processes in modular PM electric machines. Since these machines
will work in the BLDC drive system, their operation should be modeled in the phase
reference frame. The solutions will be based on the obtained results of finite elements (FE)
modeling of magnetic field of the DTP PM machine [38].

In the created mathematical model, we have accepted the following assumptions:

• The mathematical models of multiple TP BLDC drives are based on the improved
well-known model of BLDCM in the phase reference frame with static inductances.
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• Static self and mutual inductances are assumed to be constant and independent
of currents.

• The mutual inductive coupling between the phases belonging to one set of the arma-
ture winding is absent, and between the phases belonging to different sets may have
different magnitude and sign depending on the angular displacement between the
phase pairs.

• The dependences of the self and mutual inductances on the angular position of the
rotor are not taken into account because the studied PM machines do not have a
sufficient polarity.

• The shape of the rotation electric move forces (EMF) consists of only the two
largest harmonics—the first and the third.

• All machine modules and their magnetic circuits are symmetrical.
• Losses in steel and PMs are neglected.
• The influence of the cogging component of the torque is not taken into account.

Under these assumptions, the voltage equilibrium in all phase circuits of the modular
armature winding is described by the following vector-matrix equation:

→
v = R

→
i + L

d
dt

→
i +

→
e (2)

where
→
v,
→
i ,
→
e are the vectors-columns of the phase voltages, currents, and EMFs, re-

spectively, consisting of a multiple of three elements, for each of the sets of the modular
armature winding, R is the diagonal matrix of identical resistances R of the phase winding
of each set, and L is the matrix of static inductances.

Based on the spatial arrangement of the armature winding sets for the DTP PM motor,
as is shown in Figure 1b, the matrix L can be written as

L =



La M120 M120 M30 M90 M150
M120 La M120 M150 M30 M90
M120 M120 La M90 M150 M30
M30 M150 M90 La M120 M120
M90 M30 M150 M120 La M120
M150 M90 M30 M120 M120 La

 (3)

where La is the self inductance of the phase winding of a set and Mχ are the mutual static
inductances between the phase windings shifted by an angle χ.

If we assume that the mutual inductance between two identical windings, which are
placed coaxially, is M, then, for their displacement by the angle χ, the mutual inductance
will be

Mχ = M cosχ (4)

Given (4), and the fact that the sum of the currents of the phase windings connected
to the star in each set is zero, the matrix L for the DTP machine can be represented as

L =



L′a 0 0
√

3
2 M 0 −

√
3

2 M

0 L′a 0 −
√

3
2 M

√
3

2 M 0

0 0 L′a 0 −
√

3
2 M

√
3

2 M
√

3
2 M −

√
3

2 M 0 L′a 0 0

0
√

3
2 M −

√
3

2 M 0 L′a 0

−
√

3
2 M 0

√
3

2 M 0 0 L′a


(5)

where L′a = La −M.
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The values of the self and mutual inductances given in (5) are in good agreement
with the results obtained by FE modeling of the magnetic field of the studied DTP PM
machine, if we neglect the magnetic saturation and some explicit polarity in this electric
machine [38].

The obtained matrix (5) can be represented as the sum of two matrices: La, which
describes only the self inductances of the phase windings of the winding sets, and M,
which describes the mutual inductances:

L = La + M = diag6[L
′
a] + M



0 0 0 0.866 0 −0.866

0 0 0 −0.866 0.866 0

0 0 0 0 −0.866 0.866

0.866 −0.866 0 0 0 0

0 0.866 −0.866 0 0 0

−0.866 0 0.866 0 0 0


(6)

Similar to the DTP PM machine, for the TTP PM machine, based on the spatial
arrangement of the MMFs of its three sets of the armature winding shown in Figure 4a, the
matrix L can be written as

L =



La M120 M120 M20 M100 M140 M40 M80 M160

M120 La M120 M140 M20 M100 M160 M40 M80

M120 M120 La M100 M140 M20 M80 M160 M40

M20 M140 M100 La M120 M120 M20 M100 M140

M100 M20 M140 M120 La M120 M140 M20 M100

M140 M100 M20 M120 M120 La M100 M140 M20

M40 M160 M80 M20 M140 M100 La M120 M120

M80 M40 M160 M100 M20 M140 M120 La M120

M160 M80 M40 M140 M100 M20 M120 M120 La



(7)
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Given (4), and the fact that the sum of the currents of the phase windings connected
to the star in each set is zero, the matrix (7) for the TTP machine can be represented as
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L = diag9
[
L′a
]
+ M



0 0 0 0.940 −0.174 −0.766 0.766 0.174 −0.940
0 0 0 −0.766 0.940 −0.174 −0.940 0.766 0.174
0 0 0a −0.174 −0.766 0.940 0.174 −0.940 0.766

0.940 −0.766 −0.174 0 0 0 0.940 −0.174 −0.766
−0.174 0.940 −0.766 0 0 0 −0.766 0.940 −0.174
−0.766 −0.174 0.940 0 0 0 −0.174 −0.766 0.940
0.766 −0.940 0.174 0.940 −0.766 −0.174 0 0 0
0.174 0.766 −0.940 −0.174 0.940 −0.766 0 0 0
−0.940 0.174 0.766 −0.766 −0.174 0.940 0 0 0


(8)

Similar to the previous two machines, for the QTP PM machine, based on the spatial
arrangement of the MMFs of its four sets of the armature winding shown in Figure 4b, the
matrix L can be written as

L =



La M120 M120 M15 M105 M135 M30 M90 M150 M45 M75 M165

M120 La M120 M135 M15 M105 M150 M30 M90 M165 M45 M75

M120 M120 La M105 M135 M15 M90 M150 M30 M75 M165 M45

M15 M135 M105 La M120 M120 M15 M105 M135 M30 M90 M150

M105 M15 M135 M120 La M120 M135 M15 M105 M150 M30 M90

M135 M105 M15 M120 M120 La M105 M135 M15 M90 M150 M30

M30 M150 M90 M15 M135 M105 La M120 M120 M15 M105 M135

M90 M30 M150 M105 M15 M135 M120 La M120 M135 M15 M105

M150 M90 M30 M135 M105 M15 M120 M120 La M105 M135 M15

M45 M165 M75 M30 M150 M90 M15 M135 M105 La M120 M120

M75 M45 M165 M90 M30 M150 M105 M15 M135 M120 La M120

M165 M75 M45 M150 M90 M30 M135 M105 M15 M120 M120 La



(9)

Given (4), as well as the fact that the sum of the currents of the phase windings
connected to the star in each section is equal to zero, the matrix (9) can be represented as

L = diag12[L
′
a]+

M



0 0 0 0.966 −0.259 −0.707 0.866 0 −0.866 0.707 0.259 −0.966

0 0 0 −0.707 0.966 −0.259 −0.866 0.866 0 −0.966 0.707 0.259

0 0 0 −0.259 −0.707 0.966 0 −0.866 0.866 0.259 −0.966 0.707

0.966 −0.707 −0.259 0 0 0 0.966 −0.259 −0.707 0.866 0 −0.866

−0.259 0.966 −0.707 0 0 0 −0.707 0.966 −0.259 −0.866 0.866 0

−0.707 −0.259 0.966 0 0 0 −0.259 −0.707 0.966 0 −0.866 0.866

0.866 −0.866 0 0.966 −0.707 −0.259 0 0 0 0.966 −0.259 −0.707

0 0.866 −0.866 −0.259 0.966 −0.707 0 0 0 −0.707 0.966 −0.259

−0.866 0 0.866 −0.707 −0.259 0.966 0 0 0 −0.259 −0.707 0.966

0.707 −0.966 0.259 0.866 −0.866 0 0.966 −0.707 −0.259 0 0 0

0.259 0.707 −0.966 0 0.866 −0.866 −0.259 0.966 −0.707 0 0 0

−0.966 0.259 0.707 −0.866 0 0.866 −0.707 −0.259 0.966 0 0 0



(10)

The electromagnetic torque of the DTP, TTP, and QTP PM machines can be expressed as

Te =

(
→
e ·
→
i
)

ω
(11)
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where
(
→
e ·
→
i
)

is the dot product of the EMF and armature current vectors.

For the single-mass mechanical system with the moment of inertia J∑ reduced to the
motor shaft, the equation of motion of the drive has the form

J∑
dω
dt

= Te − TL − bω (12)

where TL is the load torque of the drive and b is the coefficient of viscous friction.
The position angle of the motor rotor is determined by integrating the angular velocity

at zero initial conditions:

θ =
∫
ωdt (13)

The parameters of the vector elements of the voltage applied to the armature windings
in (2) depend on the method of control of the modular PM machine. In the case of BLDCM
with 120-degree of switch conductivity, these parameters change six times over cycle,
at different points in time for each of the armature winding sets. Using the switches of
the inverters (Figure 2), at each point in time, two phases of each set are connected in
series and plugged in to its DC bus, and one phase is disconnected. In this case, during
phase switching, the current of the open phase continues to flow through freewheeling
diodes and plugged phases. Due to the complexity of the mathematical description of
the switching processes of each set of the modular PM machine, mathematical modeling
of the modular BLDC drive operation should be performed by computer simulation in
the Matlab/Simulink using virtual models of bridge inverters and six-step switching
algorithms available in the SimScape library. Such algorithm for BLDC drive based on the
DTP PM machine of asymmetrical configuration with the offset of the armature winding
sets by 30◦ el. is presented in Table 1. Similar to Table 1, the corresponding tables for
switches conductivity are compiled for the BLDC drives based on the TTP and QTP PM
machines with the offsets of the armature windings sets by 20◦ el. and 15◦ el., respectively.

Table 1. The order of six-step switching of the BLDC drive based on the DTP PM machine of asymmetrical configuration
with the offset of the armature winding sets by 30◦ el.

θ (◦ el.)

Switching States

θ (◦ el.)VSI1 VSI2

S11 S21 S31 S41 S51 S61 S12 S22 S32 S42 S52 S62

0–30
1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0 0–30

30–60
1 0 0 1 0 0

30–60

60–90
1 0 0 1 0 0

60–90

90–120
0 0 1 1 0 0

90–120

120–150
0 0 1 1 0 0

120–150

150–180
0 0 1 0 0 1

150–180

180–210
0 0 1 0 0 1

180–210

210–240
0 0 0 0 1 1

210–240

240–270
0 0 0 0 1 1

240–270

270–300
0 1 0 0 1 0

270–300

300–330
0 1 0 0 1 0

300–330

330–360 1 1 0 0 0 0 330–360
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4. Computer Models of the STP, DTP, TTP and QTP BLDC Drives in the
Matlab/Simulink Software

Computer models of the STP, DTP, TTP, and QTP BLDC drives are developed in
the Matlab/Simulink environment based on Equations (2)–(13) according to the same
approach and differ only in a number of PM machine modules, their parameters, and the
implementation of mutual inductive couplings between the armature winding sets.

The parameters of the machine modules were chosen to obtain the same nominal
values of the output parameters of the drives—angular velocity, electromagnetic torque,
and power (Table 2). The parameters of the experimental DTP PM machine of the fractional
slot structure Z/2pp/i = 24/20/3 [38] with a nominal DC module voltage of 48 V were
taken as a basis. This voltage of the onboard bus is considered as safe for EVs, so the same
battery voltage was taken to power the TTP and QTP BLDC drives. For the BLDC drive
based on the STP PM machine, the supply DC voltage was doubled, i.e., 96 V. Because the
supply DC voltages of the DTP, TTP, and QTP BLDC drives are the same, it is assumed
that their armature winding sets have the same number of turns and, accordingly, the same
values of self and mutual inductances, as well as their PM flux linkage. The values of
resistances of the armature winding sets R were determined from the condition that for all
studied multiple three-phase PM machines the current density q in windings is the same.
Substituting in the expression for the phase winding resistance of the cross-sectional area
of the wire S = I/q, where I is the average value of the current in the phase winding set,
and assuming the equal length l of the wire in winding set for three modular machines, we
obtain the right dependence

R = ρ
l
S
= ρ

lq
I
=

K
I

(14)

where ρ is the copper resistivity of winding wire and K = ρ l q = const.

Table 2. Parameters of the studied modular BLDC drives.

Parameters
Value

for Whole PM Motor

Total rated power, Pn (W) 300
Rated torque, Tn (Nm) 15

Rated angular velosity,ωn (s−1) 20
Number pair of poles, pp 10

Moment of inertia, J∑ (kg·m2) 0.1

per One Module

STP DTP TTP QTP

Supply DC voltage, Vdc (V) 96 48 48 48
Rated phase current, In (A) 3.7 3.7 2.4 1.8

Phase winding resistance, R (Ω) 0.500 0.250 0.385 0.514
Phase winding self-inductance, La (mH) 10.78 5.39 5.39 5.39

Winding mutual inductance, M (mH) 3.18 1.59 1.59 1.59
Flux linkage by PM, ψm (Wb) 0.224 0.112 0.112 0.112

Taking the value of K for the experimental DTP PM machine according to the currents
in the sets of the armature windings obtained during the simulation and based on (14), the
phase resistances of the armature winding sets for the TTP and QTP PM machines were
determined as follows and are given in Table 2. The correctness of such approach was
confirmed by the same values of efficiency, in which only copper losses were considered,
obtained in simulation for all studied modular PM machines.

The structure of computer models of multiple TP BLDC drives will be considered on
the example of DTP BLDC drive (Figure 5). The model consists of two similar parts, the
subsystems and main blocks, which are marked with indices 1 and 2. Each part includes
the electromagnetic subsystem—the PM Machine Module Subsystem, which is switched by
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its six-switch VSI powered from its battery module B. The PWM Subsystem generates the
control signals for the VSI switches according to the principle of 120-degree switching based
on “pulse” signals produced by the Hall Subsystem based on the information about the
angular position of the rotor “angle”. Given the asymmetrical configuration of two modules
of the armature winding, the switching of the VSI2 is shifted by an angle π/6 relative to
the VSI1, which ensures the operation of the switches of both inverters in accordance with
Table 1. In addition, the PWM Subsystem regulates the output VSI voltage in proportion to
the input reference signal by PWM of three lower switches of the inverter because one of
these switches always works at the 120-degree control. The BLDC drive operates in a closed
two-loop control system with the outer loop of the angular speed control by a proportional
speed regulator SR (kP = 10) and the inner two loops of the current control in each machine
module by PI current regulators CR (kP = 10, kI = 500). For making the current control
loop, in this system, the estimated current values of each winding set were obtained by the
Current Estimators. The electromagnetic torques generated by two machine modules are
added, and the total electromagnetic torque goes to the common mechanical part of the
drive, which is implemented in accordance with Equations (9) and (10).
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Figure 5. DTP BLDC drive computer model.

4.1. Model of the Electromagnetic Part of the Studied DTP PM Machine

The computer model of the electromagnetic part of one DTP PM machine module,
which is based on the mathematical model described in Section 3, is presented in Figure 6.
Its left part consists of three identical channels, which integrate the equations of voltage
balances (2) in the three phases of this winding set according to the equation

→
i = L−1

a

t∫
0

(
→
v −R

→
i −→e −M

d
dt

→
i
)

dt (15)

At the output of each channel, the value of the linear current of this phase is obtained.
Three current values form the references for the controlled current sources CCS1–CCS3,
which connect the signals of the applied phase voltages to the virtual part of the power
supply of the machine module from the VSI. From these voltages, at the input of the
channels, the voltage drops on the resistance of the winding R, as well as the EMFs of
rotation and the EMFs of mutual induction are subtracted according to (15). The values of
the latter for three phases are formed in the EMF Subsystem and Mutual Induction Link
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Subsystem, respectively. The flux linkages of self-induction obtained after the integration
are divided into their own static inductances. The obtained values of the linear currents
are also used to calculate the electromagnetic torque by expression (11). The discrete
time derivatives of currents from the output 2 of the module subsystem go to the Mutual
Induction Link Subsystem of another module to form there the EMFs of mutual induction.
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Figure 6. Computer model of the electromagnetic part of the first DTP PM machine module.

In the EMF Subsystem for one machine module shown in Figure 7, three Flux Linkage
Shape Subsystems form the angular dependences of the phase flux linkages of the machine
at its idle run. For all studied modular PM machines, the phase flux linkages include, in
addition to the first harmonic, also a third harmonic of 9.3%, as it was obtained by studying
the magnetic field of the experimental DTP PM machine by the FE method [38]. Next, these
dependences are multiplied by the current value of the angular frequency “w” and the
amplitude of the flux linkage “F” at idle run. As a result, the current values of the EMFs of
the winding set are obtained in the output of the subsystem.
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The Mutual Induction Link Subsystem, which is shown in Figure 8 for the first machine
module, generates at its output the EMFs of mutual inductance according to (6) for this
machine module.
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Figure 8. Computer model of the Mutual Induction Link Subsystem for the first module of the DTP
PM machine.

The computer model of the electromagnetic part of the second module of the DTP
PM machine differs from the similar model of the first module by the shifting on the angle
π/6 the phase EMFs of rotation in the EMF Subsystem and by the topology of the EMFs of
mutual induction according to the matrix M in (6).

In the computer models of the TTP and QTP BLDC drives, the Mutual Induction Link
Subsystems are compiled according to the matrices M (8) and (10) for the TTP and QTP
PM machines, respectively, and are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Computer models of the Mutual Induction Link Subsystem for the first machine module of the TTP (a) and QTP
(b) PM machines.

4.2. Computer Models of Other Major Subsystems

In Figure 10, the computer model of the Hall Subsystem is shown. First, three-phase
symmetric sinusoidal signals are formed from the current value of the angle of the rotor
position “angle”. The moments of transition of the sinusoidal signals through zero serve as
signals for switching three R-S triggers. The required six signals for the control channels
of the VSI switches with 120-degree conductivity are formed from the output signals of
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the triggers with the help of logical blocks AND. The Hall Sensor Position block sets the
value of the angle, which simulates the position of the Hall sensor system and allows you
to synchronize the operation of the VSI with the EMFs of the BLDCM module.
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Figure 10. Computer model of the Hall Subsystem.

Figure 11 presents a computer model of the PWM Subsystem, which forms the logic
control signals for six-step switch of the VSI with 120 degree of conductivity from the signals
of the Hall Subsystem. Depending on the sign of the input control voltage “Uin”, three
Reverse Subsystems change by 180◦ the sequence of control signals of the VSI switches,
changing the sign of the electromagnetic torque generated by the BLDCM module to the
opposite. In addition, in proportion to the input control voltage, the PWM Subsystem
generates three PWM signals, which are logically added to the control signals of three
upper switches of the VSI adjusting its output voltages.
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Figure 11. Computer model of the PWM Subsystem.

In Figure 12, a computer model of the Current Estimator is presented. The input
signals for this subsystem are the values of three linear currents in the phases of the
armature winding module “Iabc” and six logic signal “pulses” from the Hall Subsystem.
From the latter, with the help of six logic blocks AND, switching signals are formed for the
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six switches so that the outputs of the first three switches emit positive half-waves of linear
currents and the outputs of the other three emit negative ones. After adding the positive
currents and subtracting the negative ones at the output of the subsystem, the resulting DC
current value of the BLDCM module is obtained, which is used as feedback for automatic
regulation of the currents of this module.
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5. Results of Computer Simulation of Multiple TP BLDC Drives

In this section, in order to assess the influence of magnetic coupling on each type
of multiple TP BLDC drive, the results of two series of simulation are presented. The
first series shows a variant with magnetically uncoupled sets of the armature windings of
multiple TP PM machine, and the second series demonstrates a variant with magnetically
coupled ones. All variants were studied under the same conditions. First, by time 0.18 s,
the drive worked in a closed two-loop control system, which is described in Section 4.
During this time, the BLDCM accelerated to the set rated angular velocity of 20 rad/s,
and at a time of 0.13 s, an additional load torque was suddenly applied to the shaft that
increased the total load torque to the rated value. Then, at the time of 0.18 s, the control
system was opened in order to see the natural shapes of linear currents in the armature
winding and to estimate the level of the electromagnetic torque ripple during switching
of the armature winding at the fundamental frequency. To exclude PWM from operation,
the PWM Subsystem input was supplied with a maximum control voltage of 10 V, which
corresponded to the power supply of two series-connected phase armature windings from
the full battery voltage. In order not to change the average value of the electromagnetic
torque, the power supply of the VSI was switched to another DC supply with slightly
lower than the battery nominal voltage, the value of which was found experimentally.

5.1. STP BLDC Drive

The STP BLDC drive is considered to be a basic most common option, in which there
are no sets of the armature winding, so there can be no magnetic coupling between them.
Figure 13 presents the waveforms of the angular velocity and electromagnetic torque of
the studied STP BLDC drive obtained in simulation by the model which is shown in
Figure 4 but only with one module of PM motor and parameters shown in Table 2. As
seen from Figure 13a, the control system provides acceleration of the drive with a reference
torque of double compared to the rated value and subsequent stabilization of the angular
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velocity at the given level of 20 rad/s. After opening the control system at the time of
0.18 s, the angular velocity remains at the previous level due to the reduction of the battery
voltage from 96 V to the level of 90.43 V. The electromagnetic torque shown in Figure 13b is
characterized by significant switching ripples, which will be analyzed further in Section 7.
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Figure 13. Waveforms of the output variables of the studied STP BLDC drive: (a) angular velocity
and (b) electromagnetic torque.

In Figure 14, the main variables in one phase of the studied STP BLDC drive were
presented in a time interval of 0.1 s in order to assess their shapes. As can be seen in
Figure 14a, the phase voltage has a well-known for a BLDC drive shape with ejections
through 60◦ el. during each switching of the armature winding. Figure 14b shows a good
synchronization between the EMF and the current that indicates the correct placement of
the rotor position sensors.
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5.2. DTP BLDC Drive

Figure 15 presents the waveforms of the main variables of the studied DTP BLDC
drive obtained in the simulation by the model shown in Figure 5. The parameters of the
drive corresponded to those in Table 2. To make the comparison easier, the waveforms
of the corresponding variables for cases without and with magnetic coupling between
winding sets of the DTP PM machine are placed side by side.
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between the winding sets: from top to bottom—angular velocity, total electromagnetic torque, electromagnetic torques of
two modules (by different colors).

The waveforms of the electromagnetic torque show that both in the case of magneti-
cally unconnected winding sets and in the case of a magnetic coupling between them, the
total electromagnetic torque ripple generated by both modules is much smaller than the
pulsations of each module. This is due to the optimal angular shift between winding sets
in accordance with (1), which leads to a corresponding shift on the half-switching period of
the electromagnetic torques created by them and mutual compensation of their pulsations
in the total electromagnetic torque.

Similarly to Figure 14, in Figure 16, the waveforms of main variables in one phase
of the studied DTP BLDC drive were presented in the same time interval of 0.1 s but
for the cases without and with magnetic coupling between the winding sets of the DTP
PM machine. As can be seen from Figure 16b, the characteristic switching ejections in
phase voltage for the case of magnetically coupled winding sets have twice the frequency
compared to magnetically uncoupled winding sets (Figure 16a). This is due to the induction
in each of the winding set of the switching self-induction EMF of the other set due to the
magnetic coupling between them. This effect of one winding set to another generates
additional pulsations in the current curve in the inter-commutation period, which, of
course, is reflected in the electromagnetic torque ripple.
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5.3. T TP BLDC Drive

Figures 17 and 18 show the same waveforms as Figures 15 and 16, but for the TTP
BLDC drive. They were obtained in the simulation by the model shown in Figure 5, but
with three modules and parameters of the drive in accordance with Table 2.
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5.4. QTP BLDC Drive

Figures 19 and 20 show the analogous to previous modular drives waveforms for the
QTP BLDC drive obtained in the simulation.
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between the winding sets: from top to bottom—angular velocity, total electromagnetic torque and electromagnetic torques
of four modules (by different colors).
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6. Experimental Verification of the DTP BLDC Drive Model

To verify the constructed mathematical and computer models of multiple-TP BLDC
drives, an experimental BLDC drive based on the DTP PM machine of asymmetrical
configuration with an external rotor was created, the photo of which is shown in Figure 21.
Parameters of the studied electric machine, determined experimentally and by modeling
of its magnetic field by the FE method [38], are used in the computer model of the DTP PM
machine shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 21. Sample of the studied DTP PM machine.

As a rotor position sensor, a miniature absolute magnetic semiconductor encoder
AS5045 with a 12-bit code is used. This is a chip with integrated Hall elements, which is
mounted on the end of the fixed stator shaft. A cylindrical magnet is glued to a rotating
motor coupling. For six-step electronic switching of the two armature winding sets offset
by 30◦ el., the microcontroller selects discrete signals synchronized with the EMFs of these
sets from the data received via a serial interface from the specified sensor.

Two VSIs are built on MOSFET IRF3205 with IR2104 drivers, and a simple Arduino
PRO mini Atmega168 microcontroller controls their switching based on the rotor position.

The completely experimental stand is shown in Figure 22. The power supply of both
VSIs was carried out from two blocks of stabilized voltage PS-305D. The studied DTP PM
machine is jointed with a DC generator through a toothed belt mounted on the outer rotor
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of the studied machine. The generator is loaded on a resistor that regulated the loading
torque of the drive.
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Figure 22. Experimental stand of the DTP BLDC drive.

Figure 23 shows the obtained experimentally and by simulation waveforms of the
phase voltage and current in one winding set of the studied open-loop DTP BLDC drive
at the same supply voltage, angular speed, and load torque. A comparison of these
two results shows their satisfactory coincidence that indicates the sufficient adequacy of
the mathematical model of the studied DTP PM machine developed in Section 3. Certain
errors between the experimental and theoretical results are explained by the assumptions
made in Section 3, which greatly simplified the construction of computer models and
provided high speed of simulation. However, the obtained errors are not critical for this
study, which aims to obtain the relative results of comparing the level of the electromagnetic
moment ripples in multiple TP BLDC drives with different degrees of modularity.
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7. Discussion of the Obtained Results

Analysis of the waveforms for the multiple TP BLDC drives, obtained in the simulation,
allows us to draw a number of conclusions.

From the moment of 0.13 s, when there are steady-state modes with rated values of
the angular velocity and load torque in all variants of the studied BLDC drives, we can
compare the electromagnetic torque ripples at the same nominal parameters—in closed
control systems up to 0.18 s, and in open systems after 0.18 s. In the case of magnetically
uncoupled armature winding sets (Figures 13, 15a, 17a and 19a), the pulsations of electro-
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magnetic torques generated by individual modules after opening the automatic control
systems remain at the same level as in closed control systems. At the same time, the total
electromagnetic torque of multiple TP BLDC drive in an open system has even slightly
less ripple than in a closed one. In the case of magnetically coupled armature winding sets
(Figures 15b, 17b and 19b), the pulsations of electromagnetic torques generated by individ-
ual modules increase significantly due to the generation of additional current pulsations in
magnetically coupled armature winding sets, as shown in Figures 16b, 18b and 20b. The
operation of the control system somewhat reduces these ripples, but after opening the
automatic control systems, they grow to their natural appearance. However, if you look
at the total electromagnetic torque, its pulsations in an open system are much smaller
than in a closed one. This indicates a better mutual compensation of natural pulsations
of electromagnetic torques of individual multiple TP BLDC drive modules than of those
“distorted” by the control system. All this shows that the traditional control system with
negative current feedback can stabilize the current only in the inter-switching time in-
tervals, and during the complex process of armature winding switching, simple current
control in BLDC drive cannot reduce the electromagnetic torque ripple. Similar results
were obtained by us using another common BLDC drive structure, in which an additional
DC-DC converter provided the automatic voltage regulation of each module, and the VSI
performed only positional low-frequency switching of the armature winding set according
to the Hall sensor signals. Therefore, to reduce this ripple in BLDC drives, other methods
are required, based on hardware and software improvements, which has already been
discussed in the introduction. For multiple TP BLDC drives, such methods still need to
be developed.

In order to compare the nature of the electromagnetic torque ripple in the studied
multiple TP BLDC drives, Table 3 is given below, in which the torque ripple is defined as
a difference between the maximum Te max and minimum Te min torque values in steady
state. The relative magnitude of the electromagnetic torque ripple was determined by
the expression

δTe =
Temax − Temin

Te ave
=

∆Te

Te ave
(16)

where Te ave is the average value of the electromagnetic torque.

Table 3. Torque ripples in the different studied open-loop multiple TP BLDC drives.

Type of
BLDC
Drive

Magnetically Uncoupled Machine Modules Magnetically Coupled Machine Modules

One Module Modular System One Module Modular System

∆Te (Nm) δTe (%) ∆Te (Nm) δTe (%) ∆Te (Nm) δTe (%) ∆Te (Nm) δTe (%)

STP 6.20 41.3 6.20 41.3 - - - -
DTP 3.25 21.7 3.10 20.7 5.10 34.0 2.05 13.7
TTP 2.25 15.0 2.1 14.0 2.85 19.0 1.35 9.0
QTP 1.35 9.0 1.15 7.7 2.05 13.7 1.10 7.3

The results show that an increase in the number of modules in the PM machine always
leads to a decrease in pulsations of both one module and the total electromagnetic torque,
and both in machines with magnetically uncoupled winding sets and in the presence
of magnetic coupling between modules. However, the degree of reduction of the total
electromagnetic torque ripples, compared to pulsations of the electromagnetic torque
produced by single module in the multiple TP BLDC drives with magnetically coupled
winding sets, is much greater than in drives with magnetically isolated winding sets. If for
magnetic insulation, this reduction is only 1.0–1.3%, in the case of magnetically coupled
winding sets it increases to 20.3% in DTP, 10.0% in TTP, and 6.4% in QTP BLDC drives. This
decrease in total electromagnetic moment ripple is due not only to a significant increase in
the ripple of the torques generated by each of the magnetically coupled winding sets, but
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also to better mutual compensation of these torques compared with magnetically isolated
winding sets. Therefore, the total electromagnetic torque ripples in multiple TP BLDC
drives with magnetically coupled winding sets are lower by 7.0% for DTP, 5.0% for TTP,
and 0.4% for QTP drives compared to those for magnetically isolated winding sets. This is
achieved thanks to the optimal angular displacement of the winding sets in the modular
PM machine of asymmetrical configuration; the electromagnetic torques generated by
the individual modules are evenly offset within the switching angle for a single-winding
machine which equals 60◦ el.

In an open-loop system, even with a slight deviation of the supply DC voltages
applied to the VSIs, the loads of the machine modules make a big difference. This leads to
changes in the shape of currents in the winding sets, as well as to a further increase of the
total electromagnetic torque ripple. This explains the additional, often specific, need for
automatic control in closed-loop systems in order to equalize currents or electromagnetic
torques of the modules in real drive systems, where the supply voltages of these modules
are not equal to each other [39,40].

Based on the analysis of the obtained results, the following recommendations can be
made on the use of multiple TP BLDC drives for EVs to ensure their fault tolerance and
energy efficiency.

1. In order to obtain high specific power and torque of the drive, as well as to reduce the
ripple of the total electromagnetic torque, it is necessary to use drives with magneti-
cally coupled winding sets.

2. Since low pulsations of the total electromagnetic torque are achieved only with sym-
metrical loading of modules, in the TTP BLDC drive at different loads, only one or
all three modules can work, i.e., such drive has two levels of power change. The
DTP BLDC drive, which is simpler to perform, has the same two levels but with 4.7%
higher pulsations of the total electromagnetic torque at full load of the drive. This
gives the advantage of using the DTP BLDC drive for lower power EVs.

3. Reliable and energy-efficient drives for higher power EVs should be built according to
the configuration of the QTP BLDC drive. In addition to smaller total electromagnetic
torque ripple, such a modular drive can work effectively with one, two (1-2-3 and 7-8-9
or 4-5-6 and 10-11-12 in Figure 2), or four symmetrically loaded armature winding
sets, i.e., it has three levels of power change.

8. Conclusions

Thus, the conducted studies showed another advantage inherent in multiple three-
phase BLDC drives—the reduction of ripple of the total electromagnetic torque due to the
asymmetrical configuration of the modular PM machine with optimal angular displacement
between armature winding sets. As follows from Table 3, compared to traditional STP
BLDC drive, there are reductions of the electromagnetic torque ripple in the modular drives
with magnetic coupling between the armature winding sets by 27.6% in the DTP BLDC
drive, by 32.3% in the TTP BLDC drive, and by 34.0% in the QTP BLDC drive. Further
reduction of the total electromagnetic torque ripple in the multiple three-phase BLDC
drives can be achieved due to the development of new, special for these drives, automatic
current control systems in individual modules. The available number of point sensors
of the rotor position in the modular BLDC drives will make it possible to form current
estimators for modules with a much lower current ripple level.

In the future, we plan to study the efficiency of multiple TP BLDC drives with different
numbers of operating machine modules at different speeds and loads. The efficiency
maps obtained as a result of such studies will serve as a basis for the sizing of modular
BLDC drives for different kinds of EVs, as well as the substantiation of algorithms for
energy management systems, which will control the efficient operation of modules in
transport cycles.
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